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Trust Insights

The State of New Hampshire has some of the most progressive 
and flexible trust statutes in the United States. Consequently, it is 
one of the premier jurisdictions for establishing and administering 
trusts. Over the last decade, New Hampshire legislators have 
actively engaged in modernizing New Hampshire’s trust laws so 
that the state is an attractive safe-haven for both domestic and 
foreign private wealth. Among other benefits, New Hampshire 
affords asset protection legislation that is as good as or better 
than that offered by other U.S. jurisdictions. New Hampshire 
law compares favorably to the laws of the few United States 
jurisdictions that, like New Hampshire, have adopted progressive 
trust legislation. However, New Hampshire is unique among these 
states because of its accessible East Coast location, the relatively 
low cost of trust services in New Hampshire, and its Uniform Trust 
Code (“UTC”) based code that enables more seamless relocation 
of other UTC state law trusts to New Hampshire, in contrast to 
non-UTC states, such as Delaware. In addition, New Hampshire 
has a specialized court solely focused on resolving trust disputes.  

Premium Flexibility in Trust Administration
Since 2004, the New Hampshire legislature has continually modernized its 
trust legislation to make trust administration significantly more efficient and 
flexible. New Hampshire trust law now includes favorable provisions permitting, 
for example, non-judicial settlement agreements, trustee decanting, trustee 
modification, and virtual representation, each of which allows trustees to 
administer trusts more efficiently and to modify a trust’s operative provisions 
when circumstances require, without the need to obtain court approval.
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Nonjudicial settlement agreements (“NJSAs”) are agreements between trustees and beneficiaries allowing them to 
compromise on various issues relating to trust administration. New Hampshire law provides for NJSAs as a method 
whereby parties to a trust agreement can enter into a binding settlement regarding trust administration, distribution 
and procedural issues, such as appointment of successor trustees, without court involvement or approval. As long as 
all parties agree, NJSAs allow for clarification or modification of trust terms without the expense and delay of seeking 
court approval. The New Hampshire Trust Code (the “Trust Code’) explicitly provides that NJSAs may be used to 
address the following matters: 

1. Interpretation or construction of the terms of a trust; 

2. Approval of a trustee's report or accounting; 

3. Direction to a trustee to refrain from performing a particular act or the grant to a trustee of any 
necessary or desirable power; 

4. Resignation or appointment of a trustee and the determination of a trustee's compensation; 

5. Transfer of a trust's principal place of administration; 

6. Liability of a trustee or an action relating to the trust; and 

7. Termination or other modification of a trust’s terms.   

New Hampshire law also permits trust decanting, a process whereby a trustee creates a new trust and appoints (or 
transfers) some or all of the assets from one trust (the “first trust”) to another trust (the “second trust”). In most 
instances, a trustee exercises such power to improve the administrative provisions governing the first trust. By today’s 
standards, some older trusts have inflexible, restrictive, or ambiguous provisions governing investments, distributions, 
and/or trustee succession. In that situation, decanting is an attractive option to “modernize” the operative terms of 
such trusts. That being said, there are certain estate and gift tax considerations and other statutory provisions limiting 
a trustee’s ability to decant. For example, the second trust cannot have new beneficiaries who were not beneficiaries of 
the first trust, nor can decanting reduce or eliminate a vested interest of a beneficiary of the first trust. 

In addition, as of July 1, 2014, trustees have the authority in certain circumstances to modify and update trusts 
without creating a new trust and decanting assets into that new trust. A trustee modification may be exercised for any 
reason, including:

1. Furthering the settlor's intent or a material purpose of the trust; 

2. Preserving any favorable tax treatment for the trust, the settlor, or the beneficiaries; 

3. Enhancing the efficient administration of the trust; or 

4. Otherwise minimizing the costs of administration.

New Hampshire has other laws that facilitate the efficient administration of trusts. Through concepts like virtual 
representation, whereby certain beneficiaries represent the interests of other beneficiaries, parties can enter into 
agreements (whether a NJSA or a court settlement), that bind all parties, including minors, unborn and unascertained 
individuals. Under New Hampshire law, an unrepresented minor, incapacitated, or unborn individual, (or a person 
whose identity or location is unknown and not reasonably ascertainable) “may be represented by and bound by 
another having a substantially identical interest with respect to the particular question or dispute.” Such representation 
is permissible provided there is no conflict of interest between the representative and the person represented. The 
ability to use virtual representation minimizes, and in some cases, eliminates, the need for a court-appointed guardian 
ad litem to intervene and represent the interests of persons who are unborn, unascertained, or legally incapacitated. 
Instead, a parent with the same interests as his or her descendants can represent their future and potential interests 
and, thus, streamline certain procedures, such as the approval of a trust modification.
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A New Hampshire 
asset protection 
trust may have 
one or more trust 
advisors

Asset Protection Trusts in New Hampshire
New Hampshire is one of a few states in which transferors may create self-settled 
asset protection trusts enabling the transferor to shield assets from creditors 
while still being able to benefit personally from the assets transferred to the trust. 
In order to be effective, an asset protection trust instrument must be irrevocable, 
contain a “spendthrift” clause, expressly appoint at least one “qualified” New 
Hampshire trustee, and expressly state that New Hampshire law governs the 
validity, construction, and administration of the trust, except for trusts which have 
“migrated” from another state to New Hampshire. Despite such restrictions, the 
transferor may still receive distributions of income and principal from the trust and 
maintain control over trust investment decisions. 

The requirements for a “qualified” New Hampshire trustee are that the trustee 
must be a resident of New Hampshire (in the case of a natural person) or a 
state or federally chartered home or trust company having a place of business 
in the state, authorized to engage in trust business in New Hampshire and 
either (i) maintain or arrange for custody of some or all of the trust property 
in New Hampshire, (ii) maintain records in New Hampshire for the trust, (iii) 
prepare (or arrange for the preparation of) fiduciary tax returns for the trust in 
New Hampshire, or (iv) otherwise materially participate in the administration 
of the trust in New Hampshire. If  any qualified trustee ceases to meet these 
requirements, and there is no other qualified trustee then serving, the formerly 
qualified trustee shall be deemed to have resigned and a replacement qualified 
trustee will be appointed in accordance with the terms of the trust. If  the trust 
instrument does not provide for a successor qualified trustee, then the probate 
court has authority to appoint one upon petition of any interested party. 

A New Hampshire asset protection trust may have one or more trust advisors. For 
example, the trust settlor may be a trust advisor or trust protector. Generally, trust 
advisors may remove and appoint qualified trustees or other trust advisors and may 
direct, consent to, or disapprove distributions from the trust, except that the settlor 
may not participate in any distribution decisions for the settlor’s own benefit.

Notably, New Hampshire law bars creditor claims against property held by an 
asset protection trust if  the claim arises after the date property is placed in 
trust and the claim is brought after the fourth anniversary of the date of such 
placement. For creditor claims against property arising prior to the date property 
is placed in an asset protection trust, the claim will be barred to the extent 
extinguishment is permitted under the New Hampshire Uniform Fraudulent Transfer 
Act, which provides that, absent proof of intent to defraud, a creditor claim against 
property held by a trust is barred unless the claim is brought within four years 
after the transfer of property is made into trust, or, if later, within one year after the 
creditor could reasonably have discovered the transfer. However, New Hampshire 
law does not extinguish claims against trust property by creditors whose claims 
arise (i) under antenuptial agreements, (ii) under child support or alimony orders, 
or (iii) as a result of death, personal injury or property damage occurring prior to 
the transfer of property into trust, if such harm is caused by the settlor or a person 
for whose acts the settlor is vicariously liable.
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New Hampshire law specifically provides that the spendthrift clause in an asset 
protection trust is to be considered a restriction described in Section 541(c)(2) of 
the United States Bankruptcy Code, which states that a restriction on the transfer 
of a beneficial interest of a debtor in trust that is enforceable under state law will 
be enforceable in a bankruptcy case. However, the Bankruptcy Code also includes 
a 10-year statute of limitations for a transfer “made to a self-settled trust or similar 
device” where the debtor is a beneficiary of the trust, and the transfer was made 
with the “actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud any entity to which the debtor 
was or became, on or after the date that such transfer was made, indebted.”

The New Hampshire statute further provides that trusts formed outside of New 
Hampshire may be converted to New Hampshire asset protection trusts as long as 
the trust has a qualified trustee, is irrevocable, and includes a spendthrift clause. 
Importantly, such trusts need not provide that New Hampshire law govern the 
trust.

An asset protection trust in New Hampshire can be established as either a “grantor 
trust” whereby the settlor is taxed on trust income, or as a “non-grantor trust” 
under which the trust itself is subject to federal income tax. Nevertheless, a New 
Hampshire “non-grantor” trust is not subject to New Hampshire income tax. 
However, at the transferor’s death, remaining trust property is includible in the 
transferor’s estate for estate tax purposes. 

New Hampshire Allows Perpetual “Dynasty” Trusts
In 2004, New Hampshire repealed its rule against perpetuities. Thus, under New 
Hampshire law, the settlor of a trust may create a “perpetual trust.” A perpetual 
trust may be labeled a “dynasty” trust, in recognition of the fact that the trust 
could, in theory, continue forever. Dynasty, or perpetual, trusts may hold assets for 
multiple future generations, enabling settlors to provide for their current and/or 
future beneficiaries unfettered by time. Dynasty trusts can also minimize the extent 
to which asset appreciation is subject to estate tax because assets placed in the 
trust are only subject to the federal estate or gift tax upon their transfer to the trust.  
Of course the federal generation-skipping transfer tax cannot be avoided merely by 
placing assets in a dynasty trust. Careful planning should be done in consideration 
of the tax consequences. Nevertheless, in New Hampshire, many generations of 
beneficiaries can enjoy the benefit of family assets while limiting the associated 
burden of state income tax.
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New Hampshire Affords Significant Protections for Trustees
In New Hampshire, a trustee may delegate powers to a co-trustee or to an agent. For example, a trustee may delegate 
“duties, powers and investment and management functions to any person... that a prudent trustee of comparable 
skills could properly delegate under the circumstances.” Thus, provided that the delegation is prudent (i.e., the trustee 
must “exercise reasonable care, skill and caution” in selecting the agent and establishing the scope and terms of the 
delegation) and the delegating trustee continues to monitor and supervise the co-trustee or agent performing the 
delegated powers, the trustee will not be liable for any errors made by such co-trustee or agent. Accordingly, ongoing 
monitoring is critical to ensure that the co-trustee or agent is acting prudently and within the scope of the delegation.

As an alternative to delegation, New Hampshire trust law also permits “directed” trusteeships. Under these rules, a 
directed trust clearly divides the administration of the trust among two or more trustees, or between trustees and third 
parties such as trust advisors and trust protectors. For example, under the terms of a directed trust, an investment 
manager can have the exclusive duty to invest the trust’s assets while the trustee is only responsible for the other 
aspects of administering the trust. Additionally, the trust document may divide the remaining trust administration 
duties between co-trustees, perhaps with one being responsible for tax preparation, and another being responsible for 
recordkeeping and distribution decisions. 

New Hampshire also recognizes the role of trust protectors and trust advisors who can oversee or advise trustees on 
issues such as trust distribution or investment decisions. This provides an additional layer of checks and balances for a 
trust settlor, who can name a trust protector or trust advisor to assist the trustee and to make certain decisions in areas 
that the settlor does not wish to leave to the trustee. New Hampshire law is very clear about dividing responsibilities 
in directed trusteeships and in the use of trust protectors and trust advisors. Consequently, with respect to any 
responsibilities that a directed trustee does not have or which have been given by the settlor to a trust protector, trust 
advisor or another trustee, the original trustee who does not have those powers is deemed an “excluded fiduciary” and 
generally does not have any fiduciary liability for any actions by the other fiduciaries.

Importantly, a trust may waive a trustee’s normal duties, such as the duty of prudent investment. Normally, the duty of 
prudent investment includes the duty to diversify a trust’s assets. In New Hampshire, this is the default rule. However, 
if the trust document permits it, a trustee may hold concentrated stock positions or other types of investments without 
subjecting the trustee to potential fiduciary liability. “The prudent investor rule may be expanded, restricted, eliminated 
or otherwise altered by the terms of the trust,” in which case a “trustee is not liable to a beneficiary to the extent that 
the trustee acted in reasonable reliance on the provisions of the trust... or determined not to diversity the investments 
of a trust in good faith reliance on the express terms of a trust.”

Finally, New Hampshire law protects confidential communications between attorneys and trustees, trust advisors, 
or trust protectors in their role as trust fiduciaries under attorney-client privilege to the same extent that such 
communications would be protected if made between the attorney and the trustee acting in his or her individual 
capacity.

Favorable State-Level Taxation
New Hampshire does not impose a broad-based tax on personal income, but does impose a five percent tax on interest 
and dividends earned by New Hampshire taxpayers (the “I&D tax”). As of the 2013 tax year, New Hampshire trusts 
are not subject to the I&D tax. As a result, New Hampshire trusts are not required to file I&D tax returns, and interest 
and dividend income accumulated in a New Hampshire trust is no longer subject to state tax. New Hampshire resident 
trust beneficiaries are subject to I&D tax only to the extent that the trustee distributes interest or dividend income to 
them. This means that non-grantor New Hampshire trusts earning and distributing interest and dividends to non-New 
Hampshire beneficiaries will do so completely free of New Hampshire tax. Of course, income received by a beneficiary 
is taxed to that beneficiary pursuant to the rules of the state where the beneficiary resides.
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Residents of states that impose income tax on trust income may benefit 
from moving the situs of an existing trust to New Hampshire. In a state like 
Massachusetts that bases its taxing jurisdiction primarily on the residence of the 
trustee of a trust, a trust may become a New Hampshire trust by appointing, or 
replacing, all Massachusetts-resident trustees with New Hampshire trustees. Such a 
trust would not be subject to tax in New Hampshire, and would only be subject to 
tax in Massachusetts on its Massachusetts-source income.

New Hampshire Trust Laws Generally 
The modernization of New Hampshire’s trust law that began in 2004 has led to 
a statutory framework that includes many provisions favorable to trust settlors, 
beneficiaries and fiduciaries. To address potential challenge by a family member 
of a settlor’s intentions, New Hampshire law limits the period in which anyone 
can challenge the validity of a trust to (i) three years after the settlor’s death for 
a revocable trust established during the settlor’s lifetime, (ii) three years after 
the trustee sends notification to the beneficiary about an irrevocable trust, and 
(iii) 180 days after a trustee sends a person information on an irrevocable trust, 
including a copy of the trust agreement and information about the trustee and the 
time allowed for commencing such an action to contest the validity. Moreover, a 
settlor may commence a judicial proceeding to establish the validity of the trust he 
or she created.

Additionally, New Hampshire law includes a provision authorizing enforcement of 
a “no-contest” provision within a trust that reduces or eliminates the interest of 
a beneficiary who challenges the trust or its provisions in a manner to defeat the 
settlor’s intent.

Under New Hampshire law, a trust created for a non-charitable, but otherwise 
valid purpose is enforceable even if it does not have an ascertainable beneficiary. 
Similarly, a settlor may create a trust to provide for the care of an animal that was 
alive during the settlor’s lifetime. An animal care trust will terminate on the death 
of the last animal benefitting under the trust. In either circumstance, if the trust 
document does not name a person with authority to enforce the trust, the court 
may appoint someone to fulfill this role.

Many of the provisions in the New Hampshire Trust Code are default provisions. 
Therefore, they are applicable to a trust unless the trust document specifically 
provides otherwise. Creating default rules simplifies the process of drafting a trust 
document to benefit from these provisions. 

The table on the following pages compares certain provisions of  New Hampshire’s 
trust laws to those in Massachusetts and Delaware.
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Exhibit A: How New Hampshire Trust Laws Compare With Those of Massachusetts and Delaware

Continued on page 8

											NEW	HAMPSHIRE	 								MASSACHUSETTS	 								DELAWARE	

1. TRUST	FLEXIBLITY	
a. Non-Judicial	SeBlement	
Agreement	(NJSA)	

•  Yes	–	Allows	for	
“interested	persons”	to	
enter	into	a	binding	
agreement	as	to	a	trust,	
including	to	effect	“the	
termina<on	or	
modifica<on	of	a	trust.”	

•  Yes	–	Does	not	include	
broad	termina<on	or	
modifica<on	ability	
provided	in	New	
Hampshire.	

•  Yes	–	Does	not	include	
broad	termina<on	or	
modifica<on	ability	
provided	in	New	
Hampshire.	

b. DecanJng	authority	 •  Yes	 •  Yes	–	But	limited.	No	
statutory	authority	to	
decant.	

•  Yes	

c. Trustee	modificaJon	 •  Yes	 •  No	 •  No	
d. Virtual	representaJon:	By	
parents	and	fiduciaries	

•  Yes	–	To	the	extent	there	
is	no	conflict	of	interest.	

•  Yes	–	To	the	extent	there	
is	no	conflict	of	interest.		

•  Yes	–	If	there	is	no	
material	conflict	of	
interest.		

e. Virtual	representaJon:	A	
person	with	a	substanJally	
idenJcal	interest	may	
represent	and	bind	another	

•  Yes	–	To	the	extent	there	
is	no	conflict	of	interest.		

•  Yes	–	To	the	extent	there	
is	no	conflict	of	interest.	

•  Yes	–	If	there	is	no	
material	conflict	of	
interest.		

2. ASSET	PROTECTION	TRUSTS	 •  Yes	 •  No	 •  Yes	
3. PERPETUAL	TRUSTS	–	Rule	
against	perpetuiJes	does	not	
apply	

•  Yes	 •  No	 •  Only	for	personal	
property,	not	for	real	
property.	There	is	a	110-
year	rule	against	
perpetui<es	for	real	
property	held	in	trust.		

4. DIRECTED	TRUSTS	 •  Yes	 •  Yes	 •  Yes	
a. Ability	to	direct	trustees	and	
protecJon	of	trustees	for	
following	direcJon	

•  Yes	 •  Yes	and	no.	MassachuseNs	
permits	directed	trusts,	
but	does	not	clearly	limit	
liability	of	trustee	for	
relying	on	direc<on.	

•  Yes	

b. Trust	protector/trust	advisor	
recognized	

•  Yes	 •  Yes.	But	more	limited	than	
under	New	Hampshire	
law.	

•  Yes	

5. TRUSTEE	PROTECTIONS	
a. Trust	may	restrict	noJce	
requirements	to	
beneficiaries	(“quiet	trusts”)	

•  Yes	–	Terms	of	the	trust	
may	override	a	trustee’s	
duty	to	report.	

•  No	–	Does	not	provide	
that	the	terms	of	a	trust	
may	override	a	trustee’s	
duty	to	report.		

•  Yes	–	But	only	for	a	period	
of	<me.	

b. Prudent	investor	act/rules	 •  Yes	–	Codifies	the	Uniform	
Prudent	Investor	Act.	

•  Yes	–	See	MassachuseNs	
Prudent	Investor	Act.		

•  Yes	

c. Relief	from	liability	for	failure	
to	diversify	

•  Yes	–	Trust	terms	will	
prevail	over	the	prudent	
investor	rule,	and	the	
trustee	is	not	liable	if	he/
she	acts	in	good	faith	
reliance	on	the	terms	of	
the	trust.	

•  Yes	 •  Yes	
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											NEW	HAMPSHIRE	 								MASSACHUSETTS	 								DELAWARE	

6. TRUSTS	–	generally	

a. Terms	of	trust	control	
common	law	
interpreEve	precedents	

•  Yes	 •  Yes	 •  Yes	

b. No	contest	–	In	terrorem	
clauses	enforced	

•  Yes	 •  Not	always	–	Enforcement	
of	In	terrorem	clauses	in	
trusts	is	based	on	common	
law,	but	In	terrorem	clauses	
in	wills	are	enforceable.	

•  Yes		

c.  SpendthriJ	clauses	are	
enforceable	

•  Yes	–	Excep;ons:	Child	
support,	alimony	for	most	
basic	needs	only;	
a@achment	of	distribu;ons	
to	beneficiary	is	sole	
remedy.		

•  Yes	 •  Yes	

d. DistribuEon	of	
discreEonary	interest	
may	not	be	compelled	
by	creditor	

•  Yes	 •  No	 •  Yes	

7. SETTLOR	INTENT	

a. SeMlor	intent	is	
paramount	

•  Yes	–	“Interpre;ng	or	
construing	terms	of	trust,	
se@lor’s	intent	shall	be	
sovereign”	and	“Se@lor’s	
intent	as	expressed	in	the	
terms	of	the	trust	is	
paramount.”	

•  No	 •  Yes	

b. SeMlor	may	obtain	
judicial	opinion	of	the	
trust’s	validity	during	
lifeEme	

•  Yes	 •  No	 •  Yes	

c. DecanEng/modificaEon/
NJSA	protects	a	material	
purpose	of	the	trust	

•  Yes	–	Must	be	consistent	
with	the	se@lor’s	intent	as	
expressed	in	the	terms	of	
the	trust.		

•  Yes	–	Decan;ng:	Intent	of	
the	se@lor	is	paramount.		

•  Yes	–	No	such	language	in	
the	decan;ng	statute.		

8. STATE	TAX	ON	TRUST	
INCOME	IN	DEFINED	
CIRCUMSTANCES	

•  No	tax	–	Income	of	a	non-
grantor	trust,	without	New	
Hampshire-based	
beneficiaries,	is	not	subject	
to	New	Hampshire	tax.	N.H.	
beneficiaries	subject	to	5%	
tax	on	interest	and	
dividends.	

•  Yes	–	Income	of	trust	with	
Massachuse@s-based	se@lor	
or	testator	or	grantor	is	
subject	to	Massachuse@s	
5.25%	tax	(12%	for	short-
term	gains	and	gains	on	
sales	of	collec;bles).	

•  No	tax	–	Income	of	a	non-
grantor	trust,	without	
Delaware-based	
beneficiaries	and	without	
Delaware-based	se@lor,	
testator	or	grantor.	
Otherwise,	6.75%	tax	on	
income	over	$60,000	per	
year.	

9. STATE	SPECIALTY	TRUST	
COURT	

•  Yes	–	Specialty	trust	docket	
ini;ated.	

•  No	 •  No	–	The	Court	of	Chancery	
handles	corporate	and	
business	ma@ers	as	well	as	
trust	issues.	
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New Hampshire is a Favorable Jurisdiction in which to 
Conduct Trust Activity
Another significant advantage of New Hampshire as the jurisdiction for trust 
administration is the quality of the institutional trustees domiciled in New 
Hampshire and  of the trusts and estates bar. Major banks, trust companies, 
and private banks have created trust company subsidiaries, or have established 
national bank offices within New Hampshire. Currently, more than 34 
nondepository trust companies have formed in New Hampshire to provide 
fiduciary trust services. As a result, trust settlors have many choices for a 
fiduciary and can benefit from trustee fee pricing. New Hampshire provides 
additional benefits to wealthy families by enabling creation of limited-purpose 
(family service) trust companies. New Hampshire law permits creation of a 
nondepository trust company to provide asset management services and serve 
as trustee for wealthy families.

New Hampshire’s legislature has been quick to react to new developments and 
has been willing to modify existing statutes to improve their effectiveness. The 
New Hampshire Trust Council and the Trusts Section of the New Hampshire Bar 
Association maintain standing legislation committees and are actively involved 
in shaping the trust and tax laws in New Hampshire. The committees monitor 
the New Hampshire trust laws and laws in other states and respond to feedback 
from practitioners and fiduciaries.

These committees also propose annual trust legislation updates that the 
legislature frequently enacts into law. Finally, New Hampshire recently established 
a specialized trust court that is charged with addressing solely trust-related 
matters. This makes New Hampshire an important jurisdiction for litigation (if 
necessary), in addition to trust administration. ■

Source: New Hampshire Revised Statues Annotated
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